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-ABSTRACT
/Part of a larger study of cross-a interaction in

one-room scho4s, this study examined the extent an characteristics .

of,peer tutori g in contemporary one-teacher schools. nce Nebraska
had more onemt acher schools (626 in 1971-72) than any o r state,
110 one-room s hools with an enrollment of 10 or more stude 'in
grades 1 through 6 or a were selected. In April and May 1973, ---,,_

_questionnaires .were administered. to 110 teachers and 1,405 studetti
throughout the States Two student questionnaires were used--one for

---,. grades 1-3 and one for grades 4-8. Teacher questionnaires consisted
of 46 items, 5 of which were open-ended questions: Data were not
obtained from kindergarten children, severely handicapped students,
or absent students. Some of the findings were: (1) approximately 34
of th0-110 schools had students tutoring other students on.a regular'
basis; (2) 'teachers used peer tutoring primarily for the benefit of
the tutees, to provide them with individual, academic help; (3) the
large majority of tutees were in grades 1 through 5; (4) in the lower
grades boys aid girls were tutors equally often, while in the upper 4
grades-girls were much more likely than boys to be tutors; and (5) 25

percent of the teachers selected students with weak self-confidence
and 79 percent selected students of good achievement. (NQ)
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C415
Many,. apparently innovative practices in today's elementary schools have their

C.)
E-0 roots and antecedents in the traditional one -room school. Educators are increas-

1:3

14../
ingly emphasizing the importance of taking into account the individual thild's

- needs, abilities, background, and interests; this emphasis is reflected in

efforts to personalize instruction through such approaches as open classrooms,

family grouping, individualized instruction, and cross-age tutoring programs.

These popular trends are reminiscent of the one-room.schbbl.

The present study was undertaken because of the unique qualities of a,ene-

room-or one - teacher school (terms we shall use interchangeably) and their impli-

cations for education today. This report, part of a larger investigation of

cross -age interaction in one-room schools, focuses on the extent and character-
,

istics of peer-tutoring in contemporary one-room schools. Cross-age teaching

was of particular interest to us since one of the distinctive featt,res of one-

teacher schools is the long-standing tradition of having older children help

younger children and more competent students heIpkthose who are less competent.

.one -room schools can provide a new perspective on peer tutoring,, for in

these schools, cross-age teaching does not exist as a packaged wogram complete

with inservice training, but rather as a teaching method developed for strictly ;

pragmatic reasons by individual teachers, working independently and with few

strictures imposed upon them. Further, peer tutoring III these schools is un-

likelyto exist as a new and experimental program, but rather as a familiar and

44 traditional means of teaching and learning. Of patticular interest to us in

CA?

Q this study was' determining the prevalence of peer tutoring in contemporary one -

'G
Q room schools, the teachers' rationale for peer-tutoring, and their bases for
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selecting student tutors and tutees. Also examined were sex and age charac-

teristics of tutors and tutees, and student attitudes towards other students

as affected by giving and receiving peer help.

One-Room Schools: Historical and Descri tive Back round

Because one-room schools have a unique role in our educational system, a.

brief summary of their national history and physical characteristics will pro-

vide a useful framework in which to consider our research population. The

historical significance of the one-room school is clear: only in the last

century have.the majority of Americans received their early educatiortir any

place other than the one-room school. In this century, however, eme-teacher

schools have decreased from 200,004 in 1915-16 (Gaumnitz, 1940) to 25,200 IM's

1957-58 (Gaumnitz, 1959) to 2,143 in 1970 (U. S. Dept. of HEW, 1971, pi, 28). \

As we shall describe, twentieth century 4ne-teacher schools both resemble and \

differeln impOrtant respects from their historical antecedents.

The contrast of contemporary one -teacherschools with the early colonial

schools is fairly obvious. The colonial schools were essentially religious

institutions, with increased secularization occurring only in the early 1800's.

(No longer do we have textbooks like the one so popular in seventeenth century

New England entitled Spiritual Milk 'for American Babes, Drawn out of the

Breasts of Both Testaments for Their Soul's Nourishment (Cubberley, 1919).)

The basic teaching method in colonial schools consisted of having pupils study

Independently at their seats, and then recite at the teacher's desk. From

colonial times until the early nineteenth century, the prevalent form of public

education was a community or district school controlled by local citizenry

(Cubberley).

Other than increased secularization of the schools, few major changes or

improvements in the educational system occurredfuntil after the 1830's. The
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changes subsequently taking place had far more profoundeffects upon the

organization and curricula of urban and town schools, than upon the one-teacher,

rural schools. In 1897, a repOrt published by the National Education Associn-

il ,Lion revealed widespread unsatisfactory conditions in the rural one-room-

schools. Interestingly, many of the problems cited in that report'recur in a

national survey of one-teacher schools also conducted by the National Education

Association sixty-two years later, in 1958-59 (NEA, 1960). Both reports des-

cribe schools that are frequently either under- or over-attended, with poorly

equipped classrooms and underpaid teachers.

In many ways, contemporary one-room schools have surprising similarities

to their nineteenth century counterparts. Typically, in the nineteentcentury

schools, students from Kindergarten through eighth grade sat most of the day

on backless log benches, were warmed by a pot-bellied stove or fireplace at

the rear of the room, obtained drinking waer from a bucket using a communal tin

or gourd dipper, and provided their own books and' lunches (Mead,,1963; Orr, 1962;

and Rissler, 1966). In comparison, consider a few of the descriptive statistics *

from the 1960 NEA report based on questionnaire information from 2,376 one-

teacher schools in 48 states: only one-third of the schools had running water,

55% used only a' stove for heat, 68% had outdoor toilets, and 67% had no tele-

phones. Almost three-fourths of the schools hadno lunch or food service, and

approximately two-thirds of the teachertdid their own custodial work, in

\additiOn to teaching six to eight grades (and frequently Kindergarten as well).

:,These fairly recent figures deal primarily with physical characteristits

of one400m schools, which obviously present a very incomplete de'scription of

the schools. As Julia Weber Gordon (1946) makes clear in her diary describing a

one-room rural school in the 1940's, a quality education can be offered despite

a limited school budget, and a rich and stimulating learning environment is not

.
necessarily incompatible with a primitive, rural school building. Unfortunately,
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there has been no systematic attempt to determine what educational practices do

prevail in one-teacher schools, either the past or ae,prisent. One purpose

of our own research was to look more carefully at classrooi procedures in

today's one-room schools, and,. in particular, to obtain descriptive information

about the use of peer tutoring in theseschools.

Method

Source of Data

Schoolp in Nebraska were selected for data collection bebause Nebraska had

more one-teacher schools (626 in 1971-72) than any other state. After contact-

ing the Nebraska Department of Education, the names of appropriate- schools and

teachers were obtained from county school superintendents. All one-teacher

schools named by the, superintendents which had an enrolUent of ten or lore

students in grades one through six or eightwere-tequested to participate.

Schools with no students enrolled in'two or more consecutive grades were re-

jected; for example, a school with at least one studentin4grades one, four,

five and six was rejected, but a school with students in; grades one, three, five

and six was accepted.. Individual teachers in schools meeting these criteria were

asked to complete questionnaires and to havetheir classes complete question -

mires, Data were not obtained from Kindergarten children, from'atudents with

severe handicaps, or, 9f course, from absent students. Only schools providing

completed teacher and student questionnaires were included in the sample. This

report is based on the data obtained in April and miy, 1973, from 110 teachers

and 1405 students in 110 one-teacher schools located throughout the state of

Nebraska.

Student Questionnaires

There were two questionnaires for students: one for students in grades one

through three, and another for students in grades four through eight. The older

students' form was identical to the youngers', except for the addition of six
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questions.that were appropriate only for the older age group. The Oestionnaire

'.for the younger students consisted of 53 items end required approximStely an

hour to complete; these students had each item read to them'in a group and

responded before the next item was read. The older students' questionnaire re-

quired approximately 30 to 45 minutes. to complete; they had directions read to

them and then completed the questionnaires independently at their own rate of

progress.

Teacher Questionnaire

The Teacher Questionnaire was twelve pages in length with 46 items, some

with several parts. It required approximately an hour to complete.

Coding Procedure

Items on the Student Questionnaires frequently required the students to /
)

write in the names of other students (for example, best friends and names o

tutors and tutees). This information was later coded to give age, sex and-iden-

tification number of the student named, permitting analysis of reciprocal

Choices and analyses of age and sex for both subjects and students naffed by

subjects;

When possible, student responses were checked for validity by comparing

them with the apprOpriate teacher's responses, and the teacher's response wss

accepted as the valid one when'discrepancies existed. Thus, when a teacher

reported there was no tutoring in a school, students in that school who re "orted

they were tutors or tutees had their responses changed to be consistent with the

teacher's answer.

The Teacher Questionnaire had five open-ended questions. The responses

for these items were systematically categorized by the coder for purposes of

analysis.
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Results

Student Data,

Responses to the student questionnaires showed that most of the students

in the sample were in the appropriate grade for their age group and had

attended_the school they were currently in since Kindergarten. The 1405

students in the sample formed an even distribution across grades and between

sexes, with a plight drop at the seventh- and eighth-grade level, as shown in

Table 1 below.

Table 1

Number of Boys and Girls in EaCh Grade

Grade 1

Boys 96

Girls , 81

Total 177

2 3- 4 5 . 6.._ 7

91 81 85 108 . 89 . 277

94 91 107 110 93 : 76

185 172 192 218 ....182 ..153

8 Total

51 '678

_75 727

126 1405

\

.\,

Questionnaire responses indicated that approximately one-third (34) of the

110 schools had students tutoring other students on a regular betas. Surprising-

ly, the younger students (in grades one through three) reported they were,

tutors aIiost as frequently as the'older students. Boys in the lowaF three

.
grades were tutors as often as girls, but the older girls were tutors more

frequently than the older boys--26Z of the older gifts as compared with.18%

of the boys reported they were tutors. Students who were tutors had generally

favorable reactions to tutoring, girls liked it more than boys, and youngers more

than olders. Boys and girls were tutees (tutored by other students equally

often; and youngers were tutees more than olders (26% as compared with 172).

Students who were tutored felt positively about\the experience, with-the

younger students reporting more strongly poiitive feelings than the oldeis.

AttltUdinal data, to be inserted, not yet received.

'0007 .-
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In addition to students being tutors and tutees, about 77% of the
-

students reported that they did at times ask other students for help with

school work when they were at their seats. Also, approximately 88% reported

working together with other students and feeling'very positively about it, with,
,

no notable differences due to grade or sex.

Teacher Data

Results for the Teacher Questionnaires are based on the responses of 110

teachers (107 females and three males) in one-teacher schools who completed the

questionnaires and hid their students complete questionnaires.

As reported above, 34 schools (31n1:ad some form of student or peer

tutoring, which was defined as: a student who is more competent helping another

student or students with a particular subject on a fairly regular basis.

Percentages and statements made about tutoring.in this section are based on the

34 schools reporting tutoring and describe the tutoring that took place during

the 1972-73 school/year.,

Students from all grades were used as tutors. Consistent with the student

questionnaire findings,, teachers reported that in the lower grades boys and

girls were tutors equally often, but in the upper four grades girls were much

more likely than boys to be tutors. This seems to be at least partially due to-

the teachers' preferences, for in 82% of the schools, tutors were selected by

the teacher. When asked on what basis they usually selected tutors, 22 of the

34 teachers (79%) indicated that they selected students of good achievement; half

the teachers selected students with leadership qualities; only 7 (25%) selected

students with week self-confidence;, and only 4 (14%) selected low-achieving ?

students.

Again, consistent with the student responses, teachers reported that the

large majority of tutees were in grades one through five. In contrast to

student answers, however, teachers Stated that more boys than girls were

tutees. In response to the question "Who usually decides which /students are
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to receive tutoring?" 19 of the 34 teachers'with student tutoring reported

that they, the teachers, did;, nine, that students asked to receive help; and

'five, that both students and teachers decided. Twenty-two teachers (65%) did

thelMetching up of tutors and tutees.

Most tutoring was done on a one-to-one basis with some tutoring done on

a one-to-two or one-to three basis. In 27 of the 34 schools (79%), tutors

had more than one student -whom they tutored. In 24 schools tutoring sessions \\

lasted 15 minutes or less. Tutors usually worked with their students each day

(in 35% of the'schools) or two or three times a week (42%). There was an

equivalent number of same -sex and opposite -sex tutoring pairs.
yr

Various age differences existed between tutor and tutee, from same-age

pairs to.pairs with tutors and tutees five years and more apart. The most common,

age difference between tutor and tutee was two years (in 31% of the ,schools)

followed by three and four years' difference (in 20%). Arithmetic// reading, and

spelling, in that order, were the subjects most frequently tutored.

In addition -to the 34 schools with reported student tutoring, 27 more

schools had some kind of informal tutoring, whichdid.not exactly fit the earlier

definition, but which did involve students tutoring one another. Of the 61 ]

teachers having formal and informal student tutoring, 54 gave reasons for doing

so. Table 2 shows the responses most frequently given by the teachers when .

asked in an penLended question why had Student tutoring. (Teachers could

give more than one reason).

As can be seen from Table 2, the five most frequently given reasons for

tutoring were that peer tutoring 1) provided students with more individual atten-

tion than the teacher herself could offer (cited by 72% of the teachers); 2)

provided academic benefits for the tutee (cited by 35%); 3) permitted peer-level

Communication (28%); 4) provided.academit benefits for the tutor (26%); and

5) was enjoyable for the students (19%).
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Table 2

Item: Briefly comment on why you have student tutoring.*

9

Reason Number of I of Teachers

Teachers Giving-Reasons

Giving Reason
(Total N 54)'

Provides s eats with individual

attention when cher has in-

sufficient time.

39

, . , .. , . L, , e

72

. Academic 'galas-for tutee. \19 35.

3. Children can succeed when teacher
Ican t; tutor is more on child's

level.

15

4. Atademicsins for tutor. .14

28

26

5. Students enjoy it. . 10

6. Increased self-esteem, self-c
deuce for tutor.

'19

nfi-
7 13

7. Increased sense of responsibility
or maturity for tutor. 5

8. Social advantages for tutor -- learning

how to get along with others, -

citizenship, etc.,

4. .7

9. Increased self-esteem, self-
confidence for tutee. 3 6

10. Social advantages for tutee,
including individual attention. 2

V11. Generally-beneficial for tutor and

tutee. 2 4,

12. Other .2 4

*Responses to this open-ended qtiestion were categorized by a coder.
.

448 Z18 do not'sum to 100, because teachers gave more than one reason.

0010 40)
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Discussitin

The one-room school is an intriguing and.unexplored subject for
Y
rikearch:

The daily, purposeful gathering_ of small groups of children from five to

fifteen years old has no rallel in our society. Given the,long history and

continuing exist of one -room schools, the remarkable fact is that no one

has locked carefully or systematically at the unique characteristics of these

schools. Most research in the area has been limited to comparing one-teacher

schools with consolidated schools, with an emphasis on student academic achieve,-

meat (e.g., Dreier, 1949; Kreitlow, 1971; and Worbois, 1942). Certain current

trends in education, such as ipdividualixed instruction and family or cross-age

grouping suggest that.we could b nefirfrom the experiences of schooli that

-

have a tradition of such practicks. In partiCular, the use of older and.mori-
.

,

competent children as helpers for\ those who are younger or lesscompetent has a

1N,

special and established place in he one-room school, Because peer tutoring

'is likely to be aul established and pragmatically evolved t aching device in

these schools, its implementation d the 'aiudente'and te chers' attitudes

towards such tutoring is of especia interest.

;. One of the'sig4ficant ffildit\gs of this study' is that(' the practice oC.peer,
.

tutoring is not necessarily a part of\education in contemporary one-room

.

\
I

. schools. In the one-room schools,compkisiPg our sample (lid Nebraska schools,

each with a minimum of ten students),,34 schools have stulients regularly tutoring

_
.

,

.

other students, with 27 more having some other, more infomal or irregular form

of student tutoring. In our sample, peer tutoring was used by the teachers

primarily for the benefit of the tutees, t provide them with individual,

academic help, although some teacher, did f el that it was beneficial for the

tutors as well, and some deliberately select d students whO were loWLachieving

or lacking confidence. The typical tutoring 'pattern was for a student tutor to

\

work with a student two to four years younger for 15 minutes or less, two to

\

0011
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/ . five times a week. It is noteworthy that considerable, diversity exiSted in

/- ,
.

.

. v

, ..
.
'the ages and age differences of tutors and.tutees, and that an equivalent

4

number of same-sex and cross-sex tutoring pairs existed. The frequency of

.tutoring sessions durinethe week also varied, as did the number of tutees

each tutor had, with most tutors having more-than_one tutee, (although

tutoring ausually occurred on.a one -to -one basis. This_variation in implement -

ing.peer-tutoring, which existed within andaeross schools, suggests that no'`

one combination of sex and age factors inecessarily Optimal for successful

peers tutoring) (Nor has research provided any definitive guidelines for the

t N ,

4 selection 'f tutors or tutees (Devin-Sheehan, Feldman, &iillen).)

-t. ,,,:
,

,',, As sho4n,by the'questiOnnaire-data from the students, peer tutoring is
,,

1

- ,

popular with both tutors and tutees.
.

\ , .

. .
Discussion of\?ttitde data -unavilable as yet

it

The peer tutoring information fiom Nebra one-room schools, like other

1

.

data obtained in our'investigation of cross-age interaction in these schools,

is,of theoretical and applied value to educators and psychologists concerned

.

with student social and academic relationships. It seems clear that there.is yet

. I.

a lot to be learned in the one-room school. And, if we are to benefit from the

experience o students and teachers familiar with one-teacher schools, the ire-

formation sho be*gathered now, while these schools cont nue to exist.
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